Thomas J. Taricani, CPA/ABV, CVA is a partner with Boyer & Ritter which is a regional
CPA and Consulting firm with four offices located in central Pennsylvania. He is a
practice partner and directs the firm’s business valuation group from his office in State
College, Pennsylvania. For the past several years, he has been the Chair of NACVAs
Exam and Grading Committee where they have worked to change certification exam and
the overhaul the grading process.
Tom performs valuations for many purposes including estate, gift, litigation and
succession planning and in many practice areas. B&R has a large number of clients in its
Automotive Service Group which generates a number of valuation and litigation projects.
Tom has testified in cases in Federal Court, Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas and
before the Attorney General of Pennsylvania. He has also testified on behalf of the
PICPA before the Pennsylvania Senate Finance Committee.
Tom left Ernst & Young’s Charlotte office in 1990 to move back to Pennsylvania and
take over his father’s firm which was started in 1964. “Joe Taricani was a perfectionist
who took tremendous pride in being a CPA and working with entrepreneurs. He strongly
encouraged the merger into B&R in 1995 because he believed that my growth as an
accountant would be so much greater with a larger firm with more resources. Using this
same thinking, he strongly encouraged me to specialize in business valuations and get a
designation to reflect my commitment to do the same. One of the best lessons that he
taught me before his death in 1999 was that change is part of the profession and success
comes to those who embrace change as an opportunity to grow and evolve.”
In 1994, Tom entered the AICPA’s Certificate of Education Achievement specialization
in business valuation. “There were a number of us who were practice partners looking
for the AICPA to educate us in BV, give us a specialization credential and then provide
us on-going support to grow and evolve within this area of specialty”. The AICPA was
slow to react and NACVA came in with a lot of ideas, concepts and a willingness to meet
these needs.
In May of 1995, Tom attended NACVA’s first convention at the Palmer House in
Chicago. “There were probably 100 or so at the convention and I will never forget the
first “meeting of the members”. Parnell was the designated spear catcher. We threw
complaints and ideas at him for 3 hours. To his credit, Parnell saw an opportunity in
every complaint and in every idea from this group of frustrated accountants. “It is
absolutely amazing what Parnell and NACVA have accomplished over the past 15 years.
It is a testament to his vision, energy, leadership and his ability to surround himself with
quality professionals. I am very proud to have been an early member of NACVA.”
Interesting, accounting was not Tom’s first calling as an occupation. He was a place
kicker for Virginia Tech in college. “My strength was not my athletic ability but rather
my desire to completely understand how to kick a football soccer-style and to
successfully perform at the highest level. I was able to earn the starting position my
junior year and with that a scholarship.” With respect to his kicking performances and
his ambition to kick in the NFL, Tom said, “let’s just say it was a good thing that I did

not stop going to my accounting classes”. After graduating in accounting at Virginia
Tech, Tom decided to get into coaching and knew it would not hurt to get an MBA while
determining what to do with his career. Tom’s next stop was East Carolina University
where he was a graduate assistant football coach while attending evening MBA courses.
In 1988, he was named acting recruiting coordinator in addition to his duties as a special
teams coach. He thought his career was starting to take shape after ECU had a successful
season and record recruiting class. “They choose to fill the full-time position with an
outsider with more experience and it was evident to me how challenging the coaching
profession would be to gain traction as a career. I got an offer from Arthur Young (now
E&Y) and knew that my career was in accounting”.
One of Tom’s college teammates did make it as a punter in the NFL and they started
holding summer kicking and punting camps in 1986. Now in the 23rd year of doing
camps, 4th Down Sports has placed a number of kickers and punters in the NFL including
current players Josh Brown, Neil Rackers and Shayne Graham. “Having the opportunity
to work with motivated, young athletes each summer has been important to my continued
personal development.”
In addition to NACVA, Tom also serves on the Board of the State College Family
YMCA, The Louis E. Silvi Foundation, The Independent Catholic Foundation, and the
finance committees of the Mt. Nittany Medical Center and Our Lady of Victory Church.
He is married to Betsy and they have a 16 month old son, J.R.
“Being an active NACVA member has been invaluable to my development as a business
valuation professional. NACVA constantly challenges its members to aspire to a greater
level knowledge and understanding of the valuation process. It is an honor to be
recognized by an organization like NACVA who epitomizes and capitalizes on the need
for professional growth and evolution; just like my father”.

